
SIB 61 12 18
RECALL 18V-652: CHECK BMW TURBOCORD PORTABLE EV CHARGER

2018-11-09

MODEL

F15 (X5e) G12 (740Le, 745Le)
F30 (330e) G30 (530e)

SITUATION

BMW Group is conducting a Voluntary Safety Recall (effective September 26, 2018) on certain BMW
TurboCord chargers which can be used with Model Year 2016-2019 BMW Plug-In Hybrid-Electric vehicles
produced from 07/13/2015 to 08/20/2018.

Approximately 2,593 vehicles are affected by this recall.

Affected vehicles show the campaign as “Open” when checked either in Warranty Vehicle Inquiry, AIR or
ISPA Next and identified with the description:

0061840400: B611218 Recall: Check TurboCord Portable EV Charger.

All of the other systems including DAR and the RDR system will show the Stop Sale Sign starting tomorrow.
Please utilize the Inventory Campaign Details under ROSS which shows all vehicles that have a Stop Sale in
your inventory.

CAUSE

Affected cables were not produced to specifications due to one or more incompatible capacitors on the
printed circuit board assembly. An affected cable could overheat and lead to a thermal event or present a
shock hazard to the user.

CORRECTION

When the Affected Vehicle “is equipped” with this accessory:

Inspect the serial number printed on the TurboCord Charger label, either on the charger body
110/240V wall plug, or on the shipping box.
Enter the serial number into the “Serial Number Check” attachment, and find out if it is affected by this
Recall.
Replace the TurboCord Charger with the improved part, if the serial number is a “bad part” according to
the “Serial Number Check” attachment.

The recalled TurboCord Charger is be returned to the Warranty Parts Return Center (WPRC) via the normal
parts return process upon your center’s receipt of the DCSnet part return request.

PROCEDURE

BMW TurboCord Portable EV Charger 110/240V
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Serial number location on the product label placed on the
TurboCord Charger shipping box

Serial number location on the charger body of the TurboCord
Charger

PARTS INFORMATION

Not all the Affected Vehicles that show this recall open are equipped with this accessory.

Only order this part in the quantities needed to address customers’ vehicles that are confirmed to be
equipped with this accessory.

Part Number Description Quantity
61 44 2 448 670 BMW TurboCord Charger 1

WARRANTY INFORMATION

For Affected Vehicles determined to be “equipped” and “not equipped” with this accessory, reimbursement
for this Recall Action will be via normal claim entry utilizing the following information:
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Defect Code: 0061840400

Completion “before” vehicle delivery to the customer or the vehicle is already in the workshop

Labor operation: Labor allowance: Description:

00 66 977 3 FRU
Check and if necessary, replace
charging cable accessories (Plus
work)

Or:

Completion after vehicle delivery to the customer (with no other Main work will be performed/claimed)

Labor operation: Labor allowance: Description:

00 66 281 5 FRU Check and if necessary, replace charging cable
accessories (Main Work)

Note: If the vehicle is “not equipped” with is accessory (no part claimed), please explain that on the repair
order and the claim comments.

Posted: Tuesday, October 30, 2018

B611218 Recall Notice.pdf

180925_Dealer Process_Rev01.pdf

2018-eVehicles-BMW-MINI-TurboCordPortableCharger-QA-(24Sep2018).pdf

2018-eVehicles-TurboCordPortableCharger-CustomerAgreement.pdf

Faulty Serial Numbers Check_BMW_MINI.pdf
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